HOW TO SETUP
YOUR DESIGN FILE
a VECTOR FILES

made in adobe illustrator –– saved as: .ai, .eps, .pdf, .svg

Vector images are created in programs using mathematical shapes. Because the shapes to create your image are mathematically
based, it enables them to become scalable to any size without losing image quality that would normally transfer to print. Providing a
Vector file will allow more flexibility for your screen printer to adjust your design to suit your print locations needs.
5in

2in

outline any + all fonts

sized at desired
print size

infinitely scaleable without any drop in quality
easy to separate art into multiple colors

b RASTER FILES

cons

pros

embedded images
at 300dpi

select ink colors

clipping masks are never ideal
compound paths make things difficult

made in adobe photoshop –– saved as: .psd, .jpg, .png, .tiff

Raster images are pixel based images typically created by using a program or by capturing an image with a camera. The quality
Raster images can hold when being scaled for print depends on the original image size and DPI (dots per inch). When you provide a
Raster image for print you will need to consider the images original quality, as any pixelation could translate to print.
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colors separated into
individual layers

preffered method used for simulated process
textures, halftones, and distress retain detail

sized at desired
print size
cons

pros

design must be 300dpi
minimum

transparent background
is ideal. saved as a .png

not able to scale up to a larger size
low res art files can’t be salvaged

Keep in mind if your art file is in VECTOR format, then we should have everything we need to
produce the highest quality print. If you are providing a RASTER image, you’ll need to provide the file
in at least 300 DPI, and send it at desired print size or larger. When providing an image created in a design
program it is always helpful to send the working file for that program as well. The most common
design programs are Adobe Creative Suite’s Illustrator and Photoshop, which outputs .ai and .psd files.

300dpi HIGH RESOLUTION

MAX 8 COLORS

15 INCHES TALL | 12 INCHES WIDE

